DIRECTORATE OF SPORTS & YOUTH SERVICES
APPLICATION FOR INCENTIVE CASH WARDS TO OUTSTANDING SPORTS PERSONS FROM MIZORAM
2008 – 2009

FORM NO :_________

1. NAME OF SPORTS DISCIPLINE: ________________________________

2. POSITION/RANK: ________________________________

3. NAME OF THE TOURNAMENT/ CHAMPIONSHIP (Which place/ Date and year): ________________________________

4. INDICATE WHETHER THE CHAMPIONSHIP/TOURNAMENT IS APPROVED BY NATIONAL FEDERATION/AFFILIATED TO I.O.A: ________________________________

TO BE FILLED-UP IN BLOCK LETTER

A. NAME OF APPLICANT: ________________________________

B. FATHER’S NAME: ________________________________

C. ADDRESS WITH PHONE: ________________________________

D. NAME OF COACH/ MANAGER/OFFICIAL: ________________________________

E. ADDRESS WITH PHONE NO: ________________________________

NOTE: Application should be accompanied by a Copy of Merit Certificate of the Event duly signed and attested by Competent Authority.

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT

Remarks of concerned Authority / State Level Sports Association,

CHECKED BY : NAME, DESIGNATE

SIGNATURE WITH SEAL.